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Elliott Sober
To evaluate Hume’s thesis that causal claims are always empirical, I consider
three kinds of causal statement: ‘e1 caused e2’, ‘e1 promoted e2’, and ‘e1 would
promote e2’. Restricting my attention to cases in which ‘e1 occurred’ and ‘e2
occurred’ are both empirical, I argue that Hume was right about the ﬁrst two,
but wrong about the third. Standard causal models of natural selection that
have this third form are a priori mathematical truths. Some are obvious, others
less so. Empirical work on natural selection takes the form of defending causal
claims of the ﬁrst two types. I provide biological examples that illustrate
diﬀerences among these three kinds of causal claim.

1. Introduction
Hume was wrong about what causality is, but was he right in claiming that
causal statements are always empirical? Favourable examples readily come
to mind. Consider the statement that smoking causes lung cancer. Reason
alone does not suﬃce to show that this statement is true; observations are
necessary. Examples like this make Hume’s thesis seem obvious. But Hume
had something more than favourable examples to support his general claim.
He had an argument. In Book I, Section IV, Part 1 of the Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding, Hume says that ‘. . . every eﬀect is a
distinct event from its cause. It could not, therefore, be discovered in the
cause’. This argument begins with metaphysics and ends with epistemology
(call it ‘the M/E argument’). Does the epistemology follow from the
metaphysics?
There is another argument for Hume’s thesis. Statements of the form
‘Event e1 caused event e2’ entail that e1 occurred and that e2 did too. Can the
occurrence of an event be known a priori ? If not, causal statements with the
form just described must be empirical. I don’t propose to defend the claim
that statements of the form ‘Event e occurred’ are always empirical. Perhaps
the claim has counterexamples—e.g., Descartes’s Cogito. The proposition
that I (now) am thinking surely describes an event, one that has causes and
eﬀects. But is it a priori? Intuitively, the a priori grasp of a proposition
(through ‘reason alone’) diﬀers from the introspective grasp of one’s own
mental state. Unfortunately, explaining why this is so is not so straightforward. But, luckily for me, the goal of this paper does not oblige me to face
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this issue. My goal is to discuss causality and the a priori in evolutionary
theory and in scientiﬁc theories more generally. The epistemic status of ﬁrstperson reports is not germane to that topic, since scientiﬁc theories can be
represented adequately via purely third-person statements. And when the
sciences make claims of the form ‘Event e1 caused event e2’, it is pretty much
always true that ‘Event e1 occurred’ and ‘Event e2 occurred’ are both
empirical. So I will restrict my claim about ‘Event e1 caused event e2’ to the
following conditional: if ‘e1 occurred’ or ‘e2 occurred’ are empirical, the
causal statement must be empirical as well.
This argument shows what is wrong with Davidson’s [1963: 696] claim to
have found a counterexample to Hume’s thesis. Davidson says that
statements of the form ‘The cause of e2 caused e2’ are analytic, which I
assume entails that they are a priori. The quoted sentence entails that e2
occurred and that the cause of e2 did too. These aren’t a priori, so the quoted
sentence isn’t a priori, either. Davidson’s challenge to Hume’s thesis might
be successful if ‘Event e1 caused event e2’ meant that if an e1-ish event
occurs, then an e2-ish event also occurs. The conditional ‘If the cause of e2
occurs, then e2 occurs’ is true a priori. The trouble for Davidson derives
from the fact that the causal statement and this conditional are not
equivalent. This is not to gainsay Davidson’s important observation that
‘the truth of a causal statement depends on what events are described; its
status as analytic or synthetic depends on how the events are described’.
Now let’s consider a second kind of causal statement. Instead of focusing
on causing an event, let’s consider what is involved in promoting its
occurrence. Consider ‘Smoking promoted cancer’. This statement does not
entail that anyone ever got cancer; it just says that smoking put individuals
at greater risk.1 However, the statement does entail that there was some
smoking.2 Let me emphasize this point by inserting the word ‘actually’. If
smoking actually promoted cancer, some individuals must have smoked.
This shows that statements of the form ‘Event e1 actually promoted event e2’
are not a priori (assuming, as before, that ‘e1 occurred’ is not a priori).
There is a third causal locution. It involves potential promoting, not actual
promoting. An example is the statement that smoking would promote
cancer. This statement does not entail that anyone smoked or that anyone
got cancer, so the argument that showed that two other kinds of causal
statement are empirical does not deliver that verdict here. But surely, in this
example, we have an empirical claim; reason alone does not reveal that
smoking would promote cancer. Is there an exception to this pattern?
There is, and it is an old saw. In his play Le Malade Imaginaire, Molière
makes fun of a philosopher who says that opium puts people to sleep
because it has a dormitive virtue. The point of the joke is that the
explanation is empty. However, the emptiness of the explanation does not
1
Causal promotion does not require determinism. Smoking can promote lung cancer even when complete sets
of causal conditions always confer intermediate probabilities on the eﬀect term of interest. I think the same is
true of ‘event e1 caused event e2’ (the statement does not require determinism), but my arguments in this
paper do not require that this is so.
2
The sentence ‘Smoking promotes lung cancer’ is ambiguous; it could mean that smoking actually is
promoting lung cancer in some individuals now, or that smoking would promote it. Oddly enough, the past
tense removes the ambiguity; ‘Smoking promoted lung cancer’ means actually promoted.
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settle whether the relevant causal claim is true. I think it’s not just true but a
priori true that ingesting something soporiﬁc would promote falling asleep.
The fact that the statement is trivial does not show that it is false. The causal
statement expresses the truism that things that have a dormitive virtue have
a certain type of causal power.
The fact that some claims of the form ‘x would promote y’ are a priori
throws light on Hume’s M/E argument. Here is another statement of the
argument, also from Book I, Section IV, Part 1 of the Enquiry:
When we reason a priori, and consider merely any object or cause, as it
appears to the mind, independent of all observation, it never could suggest to
us the notion of any distinct object, such as its eﬀect . . .

The mistake in this argument is that there is no such thing as the one and
only way that an object or cause can appear to the mind. There are many
descriptions of objects and events, and each of them may be considered ‘in
itself’—in terms of what it logically entails, independent of any auxiliary
empirical information. Perhaps the concept of ingesting opium does not, in
itself, entail anything about what the eﬀect of ingesting opium would be. But
that does not mean that the concept of ingesting something with a dormitive
virtue entails nothing about what the eﬀect of ingesting something with that
property would be.3
In summary, there are three types of causal claim—‘e1 caused e2’, ‘e1
actually promoted e2’, and ‘e1 would promote e2’. When ‘e1 occurred’ and ‘e2
occurred’ are empirical, the ﬁrst two causal claims are never a priori true;4
the third sometimes is. Molière’s example is my reason for saying that there
are exceptions to Hume’s thesis, but the triviality of this example may
suggest that a priori statements of the third kind are a mere curiosity. Surely
there is no scientiﬁc interest in the fact that statements of the form ‘e1 would
promote e2’ are sometimes a priori. But there is—they are at the heart of
mathematical theorizing about evolution. Molière’s joke is a joke, but the a
priori causal models that are part of the theory of natural selection are no
laughing matter.

2. A Simple Model
Fitness, like dormitivity and solubility, is a dispositional property, but there
is an important diﬀerence. The process that leads water-soluble substances
to dissolve is usually thought of deterministically whereas ﬁtness has to do
3
My point about Hume’s M/E argument is consistent with Lewis’s [1986] Humean thesis that one event
causes another only if they are ‘wholly distinct’. Evaluating Lewis’s thesis would require a principle for
individuating events, and I have nothing to say on this. But to see what is wrong with Hume’s argument,
Davidson’s point is enough: even if the cause of event e is wholly distinct from event e, the fact remains that
‘The cause of e occurred’ a priori entails that e occurred.
4
Perhaps sentences of the ﬁrst two types are sometimes a priori false. For example, if it is a priori true that
causes must precede their eﬀects, then ‘The later event e1 caused the earlier event e2’ is a priori false. Of
course, it is debatable whether it is a priori (or even true) that cause must precede eﬀect. But perhaps there are
other a priori constraints. For example, if it is a priori true that no token event causes itself, then statements
of the form ‘Token event e1 caused token event e1’ are a priori false.
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with probabilities.5 Despite this diﬀerence, ﬁtness and solubility are both
deﬁned with an eye to the future. For example, the usual deﬁnition of watersolubility goes like this:
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x is water-soluble at time t ¼ def if x were immersed in water (in the right way)
at time t, then x would dissolve at some later time t0 .

Something similar is true of ﬁtness, as we now will see.6
In this section I’ll brieﬂy describe a simple model of evolution by natural
selection. It has two parts; the model describes the consequences of ﬁtness
diﬀerences and it also describes the sources of those ﬁtness diﬀerences [Sober
1984a]. The consequences of interest are changes in trait frequency; the
sources are properties of the relationship of organisms to their environments. These two parts of the model are separable; more sophisticated
models often describe one without the other. After sketching this simple
model, I’ll consider more sophisticated models in the next two sections. All
are a priori.
Consider a generation of organisms in a population that all begin life
at the same time. Every zygote in this generation has trait A or trait B,
so the trait frequencies, p and q, sum to 100%. Suppose that individuals
with trait A have a probability (wA) of surviving to reproductive age
while individuals with trait B have a probability (wB) of surviving. These
two probabilities, wA and wB, are ﬁtnesses that pertain to viability; they
say nothing about how reproductively successful A and B individuals
would be if they managed to reach reproductive age. We assume that A
and B individuals that manage to develop from egg to adult take the
same amount of time to do so.
If wA 6¼ wB, natural selection will occur. How will this diﬀerence in ﬁtness
aﬀect the frequencies of the two traits as the individuals in this single
generation develop from egg to adult? The frequencies of the two traits at
the adult stage, p0 and q0 , will have the following expected values:
Eðp0 Þ ¼ pwA =w

Eðq0 Þ ¼ qwB =w

Here w ¼ pwA þ qwB; w is the average ﬁtness of the organisms in the
population at the egg stage. Notice that it follows from the above two
equations that
Eðp0 Þ > p if and only if wA > wB :

5
If determinism were false, would this mean that nothing is soluble? Perhaps the concept should be
understood so that determinism isn’t required for solubility [Sober 1984a: 76].
6
Backwards-looking concepts also provide an opening for a priori causal claims. Davidson [1987: 451] says
that ‘sunburn is caused by exposure to the sun’ is a priori. If you think he’s wrong because tanning machines
cause sunburns, let’s simply stipulate that the term ‘schmunburn’ is deﬁned as a burn that is caused by
exposure to the sun. Now there is no doubting that we have a causal statement that is a priori. This example
also goes against the Humean grain. Evolutionary biology has its own backwards looking concepts (for
example, homology and adaptation), which also give rise to a priori causal statements. Consider, for example,
the claim that adaptations for ﬂying are caused by selection for ﬂying [Sober 1984a: 208].
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In expectation, trait A will increase in frequency precisely when trait A is
ﬁtter than trait B.7
So far the model describes what will happen within a single generation.
But the process of natural selection is usually understood as something that
occurs over many generations. The model applies to this multi-generational
process in a simple way. We imagine that the adults at the end of the
generation just described reproduce asexually, with oﬀspring having the
traits of their parents. We further imagine that A adults and B adults are
equally successful reproductively. There is no fertility selection, only
viability selection, in this model. This means that if p0 and q0 are the
frequencies of the two traits at the end of the ﬁrst generation, then p0 and q0
are also the frequencies of the two traits at the start of the second. The same
process is assumed to operate within this next generation, with the same
viability ﬁtnesses applying to the passage from egg to adult. So, at the end of
the second generation, the frequencies of the two traits can be expected to
change again, and trait A once again will be expected to increase in
frequency if A is ﬁtter than B. If the two ﬁtnesses wA and wB are constants,
trait A can be expected to increase in frequency in each successive generation
and eventually to reach 100% representation in the population.
This model can be described without using the causal expression ‘would
promote’:
If A is ﬁtter than B in a population in which no other evolutionary causes are
at work, and the traits are perfectly heritable, then A will, in expectation,
increase in frequency.

This conditional contains an idealization—the idea that no other evolutionary
causes impinge. This idealization can be dispensed with if we simply say: A’s
being ﬁtter than B would promote A’s increasing in frequency if the trait has
positive heritability. This formulation should be understood in parallel with the
statement that smoking would promote lung cancer. This statement is
elliptical; the intended assertion is that smoking would promote lung cancer in
individuals of kind K [Eells 1991]. The US Surgeon General was talking about
human beings, not about metal smoking machines or about Martians who
thrive on cigarettes. Human beings have a variety of other traits that aﬀect
their risk of lung cancer; for example, they may or may not also inhale
asbestos. Conjunctions of these other properties comprise ‘background
contexts’, and so the causal claim is elliptical in a second respect. The claim
that smoking would promote lung cancer should be understood to mean that
smoking would promote lung cancer in individuals of kind K relative to a set of
background contexts B. The intended set B rarely includes all possible causal
conﬁgurations. For example, suppose there is a possible but non-actual genetic
mutation that, if it occurred, would lead smoking to reduce the risk of lung
7
The word ‘expectation’ here denotes the mathematical concept by that name, not the subjective state of
expecting something to happen. The expected value of a variable is (roughly speaking) the average value it
would have over inﬁnitely many trials. If you have a probability of 0.2 of having zero oﬀspring, a probability
of 0.7 having exactly one, a probability of 0.1 of having exactly two, and a probability of zero of having more
than two, then your expected number of oﬀspring is 0.9, even though you should not expect to have exactly
0.9 babies.
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cancer. The background contexts contemplated by the Surgeon General
probably did not cover this possibility. Once a relevant set of background
contexts is circumscribed, we might follow Skyrms [1980] and say that
smoking is a positive causal factor for lung cancer if it raises the probability of
cancer in some background contexts and does not lower it in any of the others,
that smoking is a negative causal factor if it lowers the probability in some but
does not raise it in any of the others, and that smoking is a mixed causal factor
if it raises in some and lowers in others. This suggestion should be understood
as applying to a dichotomous variable (you either smoke or you do not); when
there are more than two possible states of a variable, further issues arise
[Hitchcock 1993]. I mention these deﬁnitions here to help ﬁx ideas; my
argument does not depend on adopting them.8
The situation is somewhat simpler when we seek to gauge the causal
impact that ﬁtness inequalities would have on trait frequencies in a
population. If trait A were ﬁtter than trait B, this would raise the probability
of A’s increasing in frequency (or raise the expected magnitude of that
change) in some relevant background contexts, but not in others. This is
what the breeder’s equation [Falconer and McKay 1996] says:
response to selection ¼ heritability  strength of selection:
With positive heritability, A’s being ﬁtter than B would increase the
probability of A’s increasing in frequency. With zero heritability, A’s being
ﬁtter than B would make no diﬀerence. And if the traits have negative
heritability,9 A’s being ﬁtter than B would lower the probability of A’s
increasing in frequency.
I want to understand ‘A’s being ﬁtter than B’ as a possible cause of A’s
increasing in frequency. As just noted, other conditions must be satisﬁed for
the increase to occur, but that does not refute the causal claim. If you are
squeamish about accepting this causal claim because you think there is a
‘logical connection’ between A’s being ﬁtter than B and A’s increasing in
frequency,10 consider, dear Humean, the following artiﬁcial selection
experiment. You have several fruitﬂy populations in diﬀerent cages. In each,
you select for longer wings; in each generation you take individuals with the
longest wings and allow them, but not the others, to be the parents of the next
generation. After you do this for several generations, you observe that the
average wing length in each population has increased. Then you decide to
reverse the selection regime. For the next several generations, you choose the
ﬂies with the shortest wings to be the parents. You observe that average wing
8
Woodward’s [2003] manipulationist theory of causation would serve my purposes also. He talks about
variables, not the states of variables; a variable X is causally relevant to a variable Y precisely when there
exists a possible manipulation of X (the manipulation would change one value of X to another) that would be
associated with a change in the value of Y (or with a change in the probability of values of Y). Within this
framework, it is possible to talk about a manipulation having positive or negative eﬀect.
9
Haldane [1996] recognizes that the mathematics of heritability allows for the possibility of negative
heritability and cites what he thinks is an empirical example. This idea has never had much currency in
biology. I am grateful to Peter Godfrey-Smith for telling me about Haldane’s article.
10
Davidson [1967] addressed a parallel doubt in the philosophy of mind: how can beliefs and desires be causes
of action if believing this and desiring that and being rational entail how you will behave? He answered that
causal statements can be a priori and cited the example discussed earlier to argue for this.
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length declines in each population. You have just done a manipulation
experiment; you have manipulated whether long is ﬁtter than short. You
discover that your manipulations of this variable are associated with whether
long increases in frequency or declines. This discovery provides an excellent
reason to think that ﬁtness diﬀerences cause changes in trait frequencies.11 Of
course, the statement that ‘A’s being ﬁtter than B actually caused A to increase
in frequency’ is empirical, because ‘A is ﬁtter than B’ is empirical and so is ‘A
increased in frequency’. But ‘A’s being ﬁtter than B would promote A’s
increasing in frequency’ is another matter. It is elliptical for ‘A’s being ﬁtter
than B would promote A’s increasing in frequency in circumstance C’.
Circumstances can be speciﬁed that make the claim a priori true.
Hausman and Woodward [1999: 551] assert that variables cannot be
causally connected if they are ‘logically or analytically connected’. They
illustrate their point by considering an example in which there are three
variables; X and Y are statistically independent of each other, while a third
variable, Z, is deﬁned as Z ¼ X þ Y. Hausman and Woodward say that Z
will be statistically dependent on X and on Y, but they deny that X and Y
cause Z. I agree. Their conclusion about this example is reinforced if these
variables describe the state of a system at a single time. If cause must precede
eﬀect, Xt and Yt do not cause Zt (nor does Zt cause Xt or Yt), whether or not
the three variables are deﬁnitionally connected. In support of their
assessment, Hausman and Woodward point out that there is ‘no conceivable
way to intervene on the value of Z . . . that is not simultaneously an
intervention to change the value of X or to change the value of Y, and there
is no way to intervene to change the value of X or to change the value of Y
that is not simultaneously an intervention to change the value of . . . Z’. This
point is speciﬁc to the example they are considering. Trait ﬁtnesses at time t1
and trait frequencies at time t2 are not simultaneous, and it is possible to
intervene on ﬁtness relations without thereby changing trait frequencies
(and vice versa). As noted above in connection with the breeder’s equation,
if the heritability is zero, changing the ﬁtnesses at time t1 won’t, in
expectation, be associated with any change in the trait frequencies at t2. And
even when there is positive heritability, intervening on trait frequencies at t2
won’t be associated with changes in the trait ﬁtnesses at t1.12
The model described thus far concerns the consequences of ﬁtness diﬀerences
but not their sources. To start ﬂeshing out the latter idea, I’ll supply a trivial
example. Suppose A and B are the traits of running fast and slow in a population
of zebras, where predation by lions induces a selection pressure on zebras that
favours running fast. We can express this as a conditional:
If lions were to hunt and kill slow zebras more successfully than they hunt and
kill fast ones, and if this were the only source of ﬁtness diﬀerences in the zebra
population, then fast zebras would be ﬁtter than slow ones.

11
Reisman and Forber [2005] describe a manipulation experiment to argue that drift can be a cause of change
in trait frequency.
12
I don’t have an account to oﬀer of when variables can be related as cause to eﬀect, but that isn’t needed to
see that Hausman and Woodward’s point about their X, Y, and Z doesn’t generalize to the variables involved
in models of natural selection.
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Here again, the idealization in the antecedent can be removed by using
causal language: if lions were to hunt and kill slow zebras more successfully
than they hunt and kill fast ones, then running fast would promote survival.
This does not mean that fast zebras will be ﬁtter; after all, fast zebras may
also have longer and thinner leg bones, and these might be more prone to
breaking [Maynard Smith 1978].
The simple model just outlined describes a source and a consequence of
ﬁtness diﬀerences. The model can be expressed by conditionals that use
idealizations, but the idealizations can be dropped by using the locution
‘would promote’. The model is a priori, whichever way it is represented. Of
course, the existence of zebras and lions isn’t a priori, nor is the fact that the
population of zebras persists through many generations, nor is the fact that
the traits in question are heritable. But the model does not entail any of
these. Like the empirical laws found in other sciences, the present model
simply says what would happen if. The model is dynamical, meaning that it
describes how a system would change through time if it were subject to an
array of causal inﬂuences. Humeans maintain that dynamical causal models
are always empirical. The model just described is an exception.

3. A More Sophisticated Consequence Model
Even if the simple model just described is a priori, perhaps matters must
change once more sophisticated models are examined. This is not so, as I
will try to demonstrate in this section and the next one.
In the constant viability model described in x2, selection is a destroyer of
variation. The population begins with a mix of A and B individuals, and
selection then drives the ﬁtter trait to 100%. In contrast, there is a simple
genetic model in which selection preserves variation rather than destroying
it. It is from Evolution 101, but should interest those who think that the
consequence model described earlier is all there is to this part of
mathematical biology.
Suppose there are two alleles (A and a) that can exist at a locus in the
diploid organisms in a population, so there are three possible genotypes
(AA, Aa, and aa). Let the ﬁtnesses of these three genotypes be w1, w2, and
w3, respectively, and suppose that heterozygotes (the Aa individuals) are
ﬁtter than homozygotes. As before, let’s consider a single generation that
begins with the two genes, A and a, at frequencies p and q respectively; the
genotypes AA, Aa, and aa have frequencies p2, 2pq, and q2. The frequencies
of the three genotypes after selection are, in expectation, p2w1/w, 2pqw2/w,
and q2w3/w, where the normalizing denominator w is again the average
ﬁtness of individuals in the population; w ¼ p2w1 þ 2pqw2 þ q2w3. As was
true earlier, the ﬁttest of the traits will increase in frequency in the passage
from egg to adult, so the heterozygote form will increase in frequency within
this generation. If this is true in every generation and there is no fertility
selection, will heterozygotes go to 100% in the population? The answer is no;
Mendelian reproduction prevents this from happening. When heterozygotes
mate with each other, their oﬀspring can be expected to exhibit all three
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genotypes. What happens in this model is that the gene frequencies evolve to
an equilibrium in which both alleles and all three genotypes are represented.
This equilibrium is deducible just from the three genotypic ﬁtnesses; at
equilibrium, the ratio of p to q takes the value (w27w3)/(w27w1). Figure 1
provides an example that illustrates the qualitative properties of this model.
The ﬁtnesses of the three genotypes are frequency independent. You can
deduce from them what the ﬁtnesses of the two alleles are. The allelic
ﬁtnesses are frequency dependent; they have the property that a rare allele is
ﬁtter than a common one. The equilibrium is the allelic frequency at which
the two alleles have the same ﬁtness.
As before, we can describe this model by writing a conditional that
contains an idealization and we can remove the idealization by using the
locution ‘would promote’. The idealization reads: if there were heterozygote
superiority in a large population and random mating and no other
evolutionary causes impinged, then a stable polymorphism would probably
evolve. The causal locution allows us to be more concise: heterozygote
superiority would promote the evolution of a stable polymorphism. The
model is a priori, though of course determining whether it applies to this or
that locus in this or that population is an empirical task.

4. A More Sophisticated Source Model
It is pretty obvious that running fast would promote zebra survival if zebras
were hunted by lions. Those unfamiliar with evolutionary biology may think
that theorizing about the sources of ﬁtness diﬀerences is always a no-brainer
of this sort. It isn’t, as my next example will show.
Why are there approximately equal numbers of males and females in
human populations? And what is the explanation of the sex ratios found in
the rest of nature? Darwin advanced a theory to explain this in the ﬁrst
edition of The Descent of Man. The idea was that if a population is
monogamous and has an uneven sex ratio, selection will favour the
overproduction of the minority sex [Darwin 1871: 316]. For example, if
there are more males than females, then the best reproductive strategy for a

Figure 1. An example of heterozygote superiority with constant genotypic
viabilities.
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parent is to produce all daughters (since all of them will ﬁnd mates).
Symmetrically, if there are more females than males, the best strategy is to
have all sons. The result is that a population that has an uneven sex ratio
will evolve towards 50/50. Darwin notes that the logic of this argument also
applies to polygyny. If the mating groups in a population consist of 1 male
and 3 females, and there are more than 75% females in the population, then
selection will reduce the female bias to 75%, at which point selection will
cease [Darwin 1871: 317].
This may seem like a pretty good theory, but Darwin withdrew it in the
book’s second edition [Darwin 1874: 267–8]. He does not explain why.13 The
reason he was right to do so became clear some years later when Carl
Düsing advanced a very diﬀerent theory. Düsing [1884] was able to show
that monogamy and polygyny do not matter. Rather, the key is that each
oﬀspring has one mother and one father. Düsing’s model requires us to
consider three generations—(1) parents, (2) oﬀspring, and (3) grandoﬀspring. Suppose there are m males and f females in the oﬀspring generation,
and N individuals in the generation of grandoﬀspring. This means that the
average male in generation 2 has N/m oﬀspring in generation 3 and
the average female has N/f. If a parent in generation 1 is to maximize the
number of grandoﬀspring she has in generation 3, what mix of sons and
daughters should she produce in generation 2? The answer is that she should
produce oﬀspring who are solely of the minority sex. This is true regardless
of whether there is monogamy or polygyny. If there is polygyny, some males
are very successful in reproducing while others are not. Düsing’s insight was
to focus on the average male and the average female, not just on the unlucky
individuals who fail to mate. Darwin reasoned incorrectly about this
problem.
But Düsing got a detail wrong. He, like Darwin, thought his theory
predicted the sex ratio that should exist at reproductive age. R. A. Fisher
[1930] saw that the argument in fact predicts what the sex ratio should be at
the age of independence; this is where Düsing’s N/m and N/f really apply.
Besides correcting this mistake in Düsing’s reasoning, Fisher placed
Düsing’s argument in a more general setting. Fisher did so by introducing
a new concept—the idea of parental expenditure. A parent has a package of
energy to invest in the creation and rearing of oﬀspring. She divides that
package, devoting some of it to daughters and the rest to sons. An oﬀspring
may die before the age of independence, and after the age of independence
he or she may die before reaching reproductive age. Fisher’s main result was
that the sex ratio in a population should evolve to the point at which there is
equal investment in sons and daughters. If the average son costs cs units of
energy to create and rear and the average daughter costs cd, then what
should evolve is the equality mcs ¼ fcd. If the two sexes are equally costly, an
even sex ratio will evolve. If sons are less costly, a male-biased sex ratio
should evolve. The latter is what we observe in human populations; sons are

13

I speculate that Darwin withdrew his theory because he suspected that even sex ratios evolved without
monogamy’s being in place [2010: x3.4].
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less costly than daughters because they have higher mortality rates before
the age of independence.
There is an assumption in Fisher’s model, and in Düsing’s also, that was
pretty much invisible until Hamilton [1967]. This is the assumption of
random mating; the males and females in generation 2 mate at random to
produce generation 3. Hamilton considered a situation in which mating is
non-random. He imagined a hypothetical species of parasitic wasp in which
a single fertilized female lays her eggs inside a host. The eggs hatch and the
siblings that emerge then mate with each other, after which the fertilized
females disperse to ﬁnd new hosts. There is inbreeding here, not random
mating. What will evolve in this circumstance is a female-biased sex ratio.
Hamilton showed that the smaller the number of foundresses parasitizing a
single host, the more female-biased the sex ratio will be. As the number of
foundresses per host increases, Hamilton’s prediction moves towards
Fisher’s. Just as Fisher generalized Düsing, so Hamilton generalized
Fisher.14
I have loosely described these diﬀerent models as predicting what sex
ratios should evolve. They do make this type of prediction (assigning the
predicted frequencies a probability ¼ 1) if the population is inﬁnite and the
traits in question have positive heritability and no other evolutionary causes
impinge. But we can dispense with these idealizations and focus just on what
these models say about the sources of ﬁtness diﬀerences. Let’s consider a
single consequence of Fisher’s model. Suppose there are two reproductive
strategies that a parent can follow; she can produce all sons (ALLS) or she
can produce all daughters (ALLD). Fisher’s model says, of a random mating
population, that mcs 4 fcd would promote the evolution of ALLD. Once
spelled out carefully, this generalization is a priori.

5. Objection #1: Trivialization
I am not claiming that the pattern I have described is unique to natural
selection. It also applies to other evolutionary processes; for example, the
consequence models that describe the process of random genetic drift are
a priori as well. And perhaps there is a priori causal modelling in other
sciences; maybe economics furnishes examples, with rational agents
maximizing utility being an approximate analogue of organisms diﬀering
in ﬁtness. What I do claim is that the pattern to which I have been pointing
is far from universal. For the most part, scientiﬁc statements about causal
relations are empirical; Hume was right most of the time.
The objection I want to consider asserts that the pattern I have described
in evolutionary theory applies trivially to all scientiﬁc theories. For example,
consider Newtonian theory (mechanics þ gravitation), which is generally
taken to be empirical. Since this theory (T) allows one to deduce a prediction
(P) from a speciﬁcation of initial and boundary conditions (IB), we can
14
A relation of reduction is instantiated: Düsing’s model reduces to (is a special case of) Fisher’s, and Fisher’s
bears that relation to Hamilton’s.
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construct a conditional of the form ‘If IB and T, then P’ that is a priori true.
The objection is correct that T’s being empirical does not prevent this
construction from being carried out. But the situation in evolutionary
theory is diﬀerent. The a priori models I have described have the form ‘If IB,
then P’; there is no empirical law in the antecedent. For example, the
antecedent of the conditional I described in connection with Fisher’s model
of sex ratio evolution in x4 says that the population is random mating, that
various sex ratio strategies are represented, that there is over-investment in
sons, and that the traits have positive heritability. None of these is an
empirical law. True, they are empirical, but they describe contingent features
exhibited by some populations but not by others. The same point holds for
the antecedent of the conditional that expresses the model of heterozygote
superiority described in x3. This antecedent also includes the claim that there
is random mating. In addition, it says that the genes in the population obey
Mendel’s (so-called) laws. Beatty [1995] is correct that Mendel’s ‘laws’, when
true, are contingent outcomes of the evolutionary process.
A related objection to my thesis can be formulated by using Giere’s [1979]
distinction between what I’ll call ‘model speciﬁcations’ and ‘model
applications’. The former are deﬁnitions; for example, we can deﬁne a
Mendelian genetic system as any collection of objects that obeys a given set
of generalizations and a Newtonian particle system can be deﬁned in the
same way. These deﬁnitions are a priori. The second part of Giere’s picture
of science involves hypotheses that say that this or that real world system is
a Mendelian genetic system or a Newtonian particle system. Within this
framework, there is nothing in science that is both general and empirical;
there are general a priori claims and singular empirical claims, and that is it.
This bifurcation may have its uses, but it does not constitute an objection to
what I have claimed. It misses the point that there are theories (like
Newton’s) that are both general and empirical and also the fact that
such theories diﬀer from the models of natural selection that I have
described.

6. Objection #2: Where’s the Causality?
In discussing my three examples of models of natural selection, I gave each
of them a pair of formulations. The ﬁrst was in terms of a conditional; the
second used the locution ‘would promote’. An objector might grant that the
ﬁrst of these is a priori, but deny that the second describes a consequence of
the model or express puzzlement about what this second formulation means
or why we should think it is true. My reply is to return to the manipulation
experiment described in x2. The model of heterozygote superiority (to focus
on this one example) tells you how to compute the gene frequencies that
would, in expectation, evolve, given a set of genotypic ﬁtnesses and a set of
initial and boundary conditions. But it also describes how manipulating
genotypic ﬁtnesses in populations of a certain kind would tend to be
associated with diﬀerent evolutionary outcomes. This is what justiﬁes
describing these models by using the causal locution of ‘would promote’.
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7. Objection #3: ‘x would promote y’ Isn’t Ever A Priori Because . . .
Alan Hájek formulated the following objection to my claim that ‘x would
promote y’ is sometimes a priori. The objection is that the statement entails
that y is promotable, and it is never a priori that y is promotable.15 My reply
is to deny the entailment. The statement ‘x would promote y’ could be true
even if it is impossible to promote y; of course, if x would promote y and y
can’t be promoted, then it follows that x isn’t possible. Running a threeminute mile would promote your becoming world famous. But that doesn’t
mean that it is possible for you to become world famous, or that you could
ever run that fast.

8. What’s Empirical in the Theory of Natural Selection?
The causal generalizations that I say are a priori have the form ‘x would
promote y’. The two other types of causal claim that I discussed—‘x actually
promoted y’ and ‘x actually caused y’—are not. These last two also are
important in evolutionary theory and it is in deploying them that the theory
goes empirical.
A nice example of this empirical turn is furnished by Darwin’s reasoning
in the Origin about why young mammals (including human babies) have
skull sutures. Darwin recognizes that live birth would promote the evolution
of skull sutures. His question is whether live birth actually promoted the
evolution of this trait. Darwin’s answer is no:
The sutures in the skulls of young mammals have been advanced as a beautiful
adaptation for aiding parturition, and no doubt they facilitate, or may be
indispensable for this act; but as sutures occur in the skulls of young birds and
reptiles, which have only to escape from a broken egg, we may infer that this
structure has arisen from the laws of growth, and has been taken advantage of
in the parturition of the higher animals.
[1859: 197]

Given that Darwin’s question is why mammals now have skull sutures, why
does it matter that non-mammals have skull sutures but not live birth?
Darwin is not being sidetracked by an irrelevancy. He is reasoning
phylogenetically. He is saying that the fact that reptiles and birds have
sutures but not live birth is evidence that sutures predated live birth in the
lineage leading to modern mammals [Sober 2010: x5.2]. This is why Darwin
thinks it is false that live birth actually promoted the evolution of skull
sutures in this lineage.
Darwin mentions ‘the laws of growth’ in explaining why skull sutures
exist, but his argument can be understood without invoking that idea. We
can take Darwin to be testing two hypotheses concerning what actually
15
I won’t dispute promotability’s always being an empirical matter. The modality in ‘can be promoted’ isn’t
logical possibility; usually, it’s some sort of nomological possibility in the circumstances.
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promoted what. The observation (O) that birds and reptiles have skull
sutures but no live birth discriminates between the two hypotheses:
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Pr(O j live birth actually promoted the evolution of skull sutures in the lineage
leading to modern mammals) 5 Pr(O j skull sutures actually promoted the
evolution of live birth in the lineage leading to modern mammals).

This representation of Darwin’s argument makes use of the Law of
Likelihood [Hacking 1965; Sober 2008]. There is more to reasoning about
natural selection than recognizing that one trait would have promoted the
evolution of another. There is the further issue of actual promotion.
Just as ‘x would promote y’ does not entail that x actually promoted y, so
‘x actually promoted y’ does not entail that x actually caused y. It isn’t just
that ‘x actually promoted y’ does not entail that y occurred, but ‘x actually
caused y’ does. There is a further gap. Suppose Smith smoked cigarettes and
inhaled asbestos and that both actually promoted his getting lung cancer.
Suppose he then gets lung cancer. The question remains of whether his
cancer was actually caused just by his smoking, or just by his inhaling
asbestos, or by both, or by neither [Sober 1984b; Woodward 1990, 1994;
Hitchcock 2004].16
If x and y both occurred and x actually promoted y, what more is needed
for x to have caused y? I don’t have an answer to this metaphysical
question,17 but something can be said about its epistemology. Perhaps when
smoking causes cancer, the process of carcinogenesis is diﬀerent from the
process that takes place when asbestos causes lung cancer [Hitchcock 2004;
Sober 1984b and 1999]. For example, suppose that when smoking causes
lung cancer, the smoking causes an S mutation, which then causes the
tumour. And suppose that when asbestos causes lung cancer, the asbestos
causes an A mutation, which then causes the tumour. Another possibility is
that when smoking causes lung cancer, the process has side eﬀects that diﬀer
from those that occur when asbestos causes lung cancer. We can gain
evidence about these sorts of facts by observing carcinogenesis in individuals
who have smoked but have not been exposed to asbestos, and in individuals
who have been exposed to asbestos but have not smoked. The more general
point is that an observation O will favour one causal hypothesis over
another if it induces an inequality of likelihoods:
Pr(O j Jones’s smoking, but not his asbestos exposure, caused his lung
cancer) 4 Pr(O j Jones’s asbestos exposure, but not his smoking, caused his
lung cancer).

Here again the Law of Likelihood comes into play. The observation
that Jones got lung cancer does not discriminate between the two
16

Not only does ‘x promoted y’ not entail that x actually caused y. The converse entailment fails as well. The
reason is that ‘x promoted y’ requires x to raise the probability of y; but x can be a cause of y even though x
didn’t raise y’s probability; y still can ‘trace back’ to x [Sober 1984b].
17
Woodward [2003: 74–86] oﬀers an account of actual causation that assumes that causes necessitate their
eﬀects; he does not address the question of what actual causation means in an indeterministic setting.
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causal hypotheses, since it is entailed by each. But other observations may
do so.
Given the distinction between ‘x promoted y’ and ‘x actually caused y’, do
evolutionary biologists bring evidence to bear, not just on the former, but on
the latter? They do, and Darwin’s discussion of skull sutures provides an
example of this as well. The observation O, that reptiles and birds have skull
sutures but no live birth, discriminates between two hypotheses about actual
causation:
Pr (O j in the lineage leading to modern mammals, skull sutures actually
caused live birth to evolve) 4 Pr (O j in the lineage leading to modern
mammals, live birth actually caused skull sutures to evolve).

The traits of modern birds and reptiles are ‘side eﬀects’ of what happened in
the lineage leading to modern mammals. These side eﬀects are evidentially
relevant.
Although this example shows that biologists do test hypotheses about
actual causation against each other, the example is not one in which they
address a question that is structurally the same as the one about Jones’s lung
cancer. What is wanted is a case in which there is an evolutionary outcome
that was actually promoted by two or more token events, but was actually
caused by only some of them. There are many such examples in evolutionary
biology. I’ll brieﬂy describe three.
Suppose, as in x3, that there are two alleles and three genotypes at a locus,
but now let’s consider what happens when heterozygotes are exactly
intermediate in ﬁtness, with wAA 4 wAa 4 waa. If the population begins with
the a allele at 100% and a single mutation from a to A occurs, what is the
probability that this new allele will sweep to 100%? The answer is that the
probability of ﬁxation goes up as Nes increases, where s is the ﬁtness
diﬀerence between Aa and aa and Ne is the eﬀective population size. The
favourable mutant will probably be lost before it reaches ﬁxation if Nes is
small; for example, if Nes ¼ 1, the probability of ﬁxation is about 0.004
[Hamilton 2009: 240]. In such cases, evolving from 100% a to 100% A
becomes probable when there are repeated mutations from a to A. Each
mutation will probably fail to reach ﬁxation, but the probability is high that
at least one will succeed. Suppose A does evolve to 100% in the population
we are considering. We can look back on the process and say the following:
Each mutation from a to A promoted the evolution of 100% A (because each
mutation raised the probability of that outcome). But the evolution of 100%
A probably traces back to a small fraction of the favourable mutations that
occurred; they, and not the other mutations of the same type, are the actual
causes of the trait’s reaching 100%.
In this example, there are several token events that promoted the
evolution of 100% A in the population, but they are all of the same type—all
are mutations from a to A. For this reason, the present example about
natural selection is a bit disanalogous with the one about smoking and
asbestos both promoting Jones’s lung cancer. In the Jones example, the two
promoters diﬀer in kind. This imperfect parallel is easily corrected. Suppose
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there is selection for longer wings in a population of fruitﬂies and that the
population evolves from 100% short wings to 100% long. The mutations
that promoted this change can be genetically diﬀerent, not only in terms of
their nucleotide sequences, but in terms of the developmental pathways they
help set in motion. Suppose the population initially has short wings because
all individuals are homozygous for the allele a0 and that average wing length
would go up if this allele were replaced by a1 or by a2 or . . . by an or by any
combination of these. Each mutation from a0 to ai (i 4 0) promotes the
evolution of 100% long wings. If the process of evolving from short wings to
long spans a large number of generations and the population is large, many
such mutations will occur. After long wings reach ﬁxation in the population,
suppose we discover that this phenotype is now universal because all
individuals are homozygous for a1. Suppose the long wings at this later time
trace back to one or more mutations from a0 to a1, but not to the mutations
that occurred from a0 to ai (i 4 1). These other mutations actually promoted
the evolution of 100% long wings, but they did not cause it.
This example about wing length makes an epistemological question easier
to answer that may earlier have seemed intractable. In the ﬁrst example I
described, repeated mutations from a to A each promoted the evolution of
100% A, though it is probable that only a few of these mutations actually
caused that outcome. The question then arises of whether we can know
which of these mutations were actual causes. Maybe this is diﬃcult. But in
the new setting in which a phenotypic change can be caused by diﬀerent
kinds of genetic change, the question is easier. If the population evolved
from 100% short wings to 100% long, what genetic changes actually caused
this change? Examining the genes present at the start and at the ﬁnish can
help answer that question.18
A third biological example that illustrates the distinction between ‘x
actually promoted y’ and ‘x actually caused y’ comes from Mendelian
inheritance. Consider an Aa heterozygote in the present generation and its
two heterozygote parents. Figure 2 on the next page describes how the
oﬀspring’s being a heterozygote depends on the genotypes of both parents.
The table is symmetrical; Mum and Dad are identical in the way they
probabilify the oﬀspring’s genotype. There is an oddity in this example: if
one parent is a heterozygote, the genotype of the other parent does not aﬀect
the probability that the oﬀspring will be a heterozygote. This is a
probabilistic analogue of overdetermination. If both parents are heteroyzgotes, it takes a double manipulation of the parental genotypes to make a
diﬀerence in the oﬀspring’s probability of being Aa; changing just one of
them won’t have any eﬀect.
In spite of this symmetry between Mum’s and Dad’s contributions to the
oﬀspring’s being Aa, there is an asymmetry. One parent contributed allele A
and the other contributed allele a; the A allele in the oﬀspring traces back to
one parent, not the other. How might this fact about the actual construction
18

Absent a time machine, you can’t now observe the genetic composition that a present population had in the
past; however, you can examine other contemporary populations that share common ancestors with that
present population. These collateral descendants (Darwin’s term) provide evidence about the genetic
characteristics of ancestors (see Sober [2010, x1.6 and x5.1] for discussion).
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of the oﬀspring genotype be inferred? Although the mere fact that the
oﬀspring is Aa does not provide any evidence about which allele came from
which parent if both parents are Aa as well, other facts about the oﬀspring
and the two parents might be more telling. For example, consider other loci
that are adjacent to the A-locus and the genes that are present there, as
shown in Figure 3. Suppose the oﬀspring has genes BCDE next to his copy
of A and has genes bcde next to his copy of a; the oﬀspring is a heterozygote,
not just at the A locus, but at these four adjacent loci as well. Suppose
further that Mum is homozygotic for BCDE at these other loci, while Dad is
homozygotic for bcde. This is strong evidence that the oﬀspring obtained A
from Mum and a from Dad.19 We now have a pretty good parallel to the
case in which we have evidence that Jones’s smoking, not to his asbestos
exposure, was what actually caused his lung cancer—that evidence being
that there are other, correlated, eﬀects that we’d expect to observe if Jones’s
cancer traced back to his smoking, but would expect not to ﬁnd if the cancer
traced back to asbestos exposure.

Figure 2. The probability of the oﬀspring’s being a heterozygote depends on
the genotypes of the two parents.

Figure 3. The oﬀspring’s genotype at ﬁve loci on a single pair of
homologous chromosomes and that of the two parents. This information
strongly supports the claim that the oﬀspring obtained its copy of gene A
from Mum and its copy of gene a from Dad.
19
How could A come from Dad and a from Mum? One possibility is that eight speciﬁc mutations occurred in
the gametes from Mum and Dad that produced the oﬀspring. This is not impossible, but it is less probable
than that none of these mutations occurred.
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9. Concluding Comment
I suspect that philosophers often under-value the role of a priori truth in
empirical science because they think that a priori truths are trivial. Apart
from its technical meaning in logic, the term ‘tautology’ is pejorative.20
Never mind the fact that tautologies are true; the point is that they are
supposed to be ‘empty’. For those who ﬁnd the idea of the synthetic a priori
unattractive, the a priori tends to suggest examples like ‘Bachelors are
unmarried men’; such statements merely provide deﬁnitional abbreviations
and furnish zero insight into the nature of reality. The ﬂip side of this picture
is the Humean thesis that causal claims and laws of nature, because they are
non-trivial, must be empirical.21
‘Bachelors are unmarried men’ is not a causal claim and it would be silly
to call it a law of nature. The mistake is to think that this point generalizes—
that laws are always empirical and that causal claims always are too. If a
priori generalizations ﬁgure in explanations and predictions in the same way
that empirical laws do, we should regard these a priori generalizations as
laws [Elgin 2003]. And some causal claims are a priori. Molière’s joke
provides a trivial example of an a priori causal claim. Mathematical models
of natural selection furnish non-trivial examples. Hume was wrong that laws
and causal claims are always empirical.22
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